Do Women Affect the Final Decision on the Housing Market? A Case Study
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Abstract: This article presents the results of research on the effect of the customer’s gender on the tenure choice (ownership or tenancy) on the housing market. In the study, an attempt has been made to investigate whether there is a significant role of women in making decisions in this market. The survey was conducted among residents of two cities—Olsztyn (Poland) and Vilnius (Lithuania). The obtained answers were subjected to a multi-dimensional categorical and quantitative analysis. The results showed, among others, that women generally have greater decision-making autonomy in residential issues than men, with Lithuanian women doing this much more often than Polish women. However, it should be noted that the dominant decision-making model in the housing market is the model of joint decisions taken by men and women. The results of the conducted analysis broaden the existing knowledge of the functioning of the housing market and may support the implementation of the pro-social and pro-sustainable spatial development policy of the given territorial unit. The results may also contribute to more sustainable development of enterprises in the housing construction sector. This is an important issue in a climate of intense competition between “providers” of flats and the gradual introduction of the idea of competition between them and the social environment.
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1. Introduction

Sustainable housing is one of the areas of the economy that has a significant effect on the level of satisfying social needs, dynamics of economic processes and effectiveness of developmental activities. Improved housing increases the quality of life and contributes to the achievement of several sustainable development goals (SDGs), including those addressing health (SDG 3) and sustainable cities (SDG 11) [1]. The quality of housing has major implications for people’s health. Housing in cities is of particular concern, with the world’s urban population predicted to double by 2050 and, along with it, the demand for housing. A key pathway for providing healthy housing conditions and improving health is sustainable housing [2].

The interconnections between housing development and the economy indicate that the former plays a significant role in elevating the level of social, economic and spatial cohesion of a country [3,4]. Housing is a special type of commodity [5], because it is a spatially immobile, highly durable, highly expensive, multi-dimensionally heterogeneous and physically modifiable commodity. These characteristics shape attitudes and behaviors toward housing and, in turn, influence neighborhood characteristics, mortgage markets, national housing policies and urban growth and decline. A housing property constitutes the most expensive of all goods purchased throughout people’s lives, and many citizens cannot afford their
own place to live within their lifetime. The living conditions of citizens influence professional activity, qualifications and the spatial mobility of employees. Among numerous economic and sociological theories, there is unanimity concerning the extraordinary significance of the housing market in the life of an individual, society and state [6].

To ensure proper residing conditions is every person’s aspiration, and this decision is among the most important ones to be made. This is because a flat or a single-family home satisfy several basic human needs, i.e., a sense of security, a sense of belonging to a place, location in the social hierarchy and diversification of investment capital. According to Renigier-Biłozor et al. [7] the need for housing takes one of the main places in the hierarchy of the importance of needs. With reference to Markov’s well-known hierarchy of needs, a house or a flat not only provides the basis for the physiological necessity of shelter for all society [8] but is also a fundamental need to strive to find one’s own place on earth [9], a sense of belonging [10] and a factor in the health of societies [11], and is considered as well as a main human right [12]. It is an integral and indispensable element of meeting needs virtually in every sphere of human life: in the sphere of security needs (for stability), social needs (home, meeting place), needs for recognition and respect (prestige, highlighting social position) and the need for self-realization (proof of independence). Thus, the need for a location and appropriate living conditions is most important to all people and remains relevant throughout their lives [2]. A significant proportion of households are able to satisfy their housing needs (flats or single-family houses) through ownership or tenancy [13]. The motives for buying an apartment can be varied. On the one hand, they may result from social needs (especially family needs); on the other hand, they may result from economic needs (deriving income from renting).

Research on the housing market is being conducted in Poland and Lithuania, but the authors usually analyze the preferences of young people, i.e., mainly students [14,15]. This is facilitated by the relative ease of obtaining survey data. However, there is little comprehensive research on the issue of making tenure decisions—to buy or to rent. According to Dziworska [16], this is undoubtedly a complex problem to which there is no unequivocal answer and, as scientists and practitioners, we are obliged to search for rational system solutions, as well as to improve the premises of decisions in the scope of choosing the housing tenure of satisfying their needs. However, the results of the study on the role of women in the housing market in the countries studied are not known to the authors of this article.

This situation encouraged the authors of this article to undertake more detailed research on this issue. For the purposes of the study, the following hypothesis was formulated: women have a significant role in decision-making in the housing market in Poland and Lithuania. In the paper, two legal rights for the flats are considered—ownership and tenancy—and when the term “housing market” is used, it means the market of flats (also called premises or dwellings). In Poland, the term “housing” means a premises for a permanent residence of persons—built or remodeled for residential purposes and structurally separated by fixed walls within a building, into which separate access leads from a staircase, passage, common hall or directly from a street, a courtyard or a garden, comprising one or several rooms and auxiliary spaces [17]. According to Statistics Lithuania [18], a dwelling (housing) is defined as a one-dwelling house, a part thereof, flat or other living quarters meant for a person or family to live in. The study was followed by a survey of Polish (Olsztyn) and Lithuanian (Vilnius) housing market customer attitudes. These two Baltic countries were selected because of some important common historical facts (Poland and Lithuania formed one common state and both were under the communist regime as separate countries), although there are differences in economic, political and cultural determinants typical of a particular country reflected in the behavior of customers of different genders in the housing market. The research involved respondents from Olsztyn (percentage of women 58.4) and Vilnius (percentage of women 61.9). The paper is structured as follows. After a short introduction to the research (Section 1), a theoretical basis of the conducted research is given in Section 2 together with an overview of historical and mindset-based determinants, demographic factors and women’s characteristics as housing market customers. Analyses of factors such as age and
the role of women in childbirth and expectations resulting from living conditions are also presented. Section 3 presents the general characteristics of Poland and Lithuania (for the cities of Olsztyn and Vilnius) and the characteristics of the profile of real estate market customers in both countries. Section 4 presents the results of the conducted research and a discussion of the obtained results. Section 5 presents conclusions drawn throughout this work.

2. Theoretical Basis of the Research

The tenure choice (ownership or tenancy) of residence is determined by many factors: economic [19,20], social [21–23], financial [24,25] and other factors [22]. The importance of this dilemma and the ways to solve it are determined inter alia by the decision-maker’s age [26,27].

Young people with insufficient funds, when faced with a choice of whether to buy ownership of a dwelling unit and pay off the mortgage, often decide upon tenancy. A study conducted by Żróbek-Różańska and Szulc [15] demonstrated that young people not only want to live in an attractive location but also desire good access to their workplace or school and a good standard of interior finishing. Most researchers evaluated the preference of first-time homebuyers [28]. Studies of that type are generally conducted by developers wishing to know the relationship between the quality of the housing and property prices [29] and the price of the flat when it is selling under forced conditions [30].

However, there are few scientific papers concerning the effect of the customer’s gender on the tenure choice [31–33]. Klak and Hey [34] examined women’s access to the Jamaica National Housing Trust, created to finance housing for those most in need, and identified two gender biases. Varley [35,36] emphasized the women-headed household percentage and gender and property formalization. Lambert et al. [37] analyzed women’s position in the indoor spaces in which they live. To date, very few studies have evaluated the factors that determine the choice of housing market tenure and whether women have the final say in this matter. Brzezicka and Wiśniewski [38] analyzed whether women have a decisive say regarding the choice of the place of residence and make their decisions depending on their life situation: living alone, the future upbringing of their offspring and spending their old age. This partly results from nature, in which it is the female who often chooses the location for the nest, and humans are certainly an important component of this nature [39]. This phenomenon is often emphasized by real estate developers and marketing specialists.

The issue of making decisions concerning housing tenure choice will be considered in the initial part of this paper in terms of two basic factors: historical and mindset-based determinants, and demographic factors. The issue of women as housing market customers will also be discussed in more detail.

2.1. Historical and Mindset-Based Determinants

It is a commonly held belief that holding the right of ownership ensures a sense of security, life stability and mental comfort [40]. The purchase of real estate is often viewed as moving on to a new, better stage of life and a certain kind of step into adulthood [26]. Ownership, i.e., “this belongs to me”, is deeply rooted in both Polish and Lithuanian mentality. In Poland, historical experiences have also had a profound impact on the different perception of these two different rights to a housing unit, i.e., ownership and tenancy. This fact was noted in an interview by sociologist Pęczak [41]. During the era of the partitions, Poland was under Prussian, Austrian and Russian rule for many centuries. An average Pole associates rent with leasing and a leaseholder is still regarded by many Poles as a person that is temporary, non-authentic and worse-off than the others. The same situation was in Lithuania. For this reason, owning a flat today is a manifestation of freeing oneself from the previous political control. Inhabitants of Central European countries who have experienced a centrally-planned economy and communism have a similar way of thinking. This is confirmed by statistical data (Figure 1). The countries with the highest percentage of people who own their flat include Romania, Lithuania, Croatia, North Macedonia and Slovakia [42]. According to data from 2019, private ownership in Lithuania reached 90.3% and in Poland it reached 83.4%.
For many people, it is also important to have ownership of a flat as a way to ensure financial security in old age [23,43]. If one assumes that today’s generation of 30–40-year-olds will have pensions lower by approximately 30% than people currently aged 65–70, Poles choose the ownership of real estate as a form of preserving capital and ensuring financial security for the future. The additional advantage of owning real estate is the possibility of bequeathing it over to one’s own children in the future [44]. Poles are diligent consumers and, according to statistical data, in Poland 83.5% of Poles own flats or single-family homes [17]. Because the cost of rent in Poland is still high, people who are creditworthy prefer to be the owner of a flat, as the mortgage loan installment, including the rent and additional charges related to the purchase of real estate [45], is often lower than the rental payments for a flat.

2.2. Demographic Factors

The long-term equilibrium in the housing market is significantly affected by demographic factors, especially the rate of natural increase of the population and increases in the net migration trend [46,47]. Of all demographic factors, the age structure of the society is of priority importance. It is commonly believed that owning a flat indicates a higher social status of a particular person. It is emphasized that a chief income earner’s age below 45 years may indicate that he/she is a tenant of the dwelling unit, while for an age over 45 years, the probability of ownership of an occupied flat increases significantly [46]. According to Młynarska [48], the real estate market is influenced by the age at which a woman gives birth to offspring. Changes initiated in 1990 resulted in a shift of women’s peak fertility from the 20–24-year age group to the 25–34-year age group. As a consequence, the median age of women giving birth increased (from the beginning of this century) from 26.1 years in 2000 to 29.9 years in 2016. During this period, the average age of giving birth to the first child increased as well (from 23.7
to 27.8 years, respectively) [17]. The data of Statistics Poland [49] show that in Poland, approximately 35% of women give birth to their first child at the age of 25–29 years; this group is closely followed by women aged 31–35 years, who account for approximately 31%. According to the data of the Lithuanian Department of Statistics, in the first year of independence of Lithuania (in 1991), the highest number of women gave birth at the age of 22. The number of women giving birth at 30–40 years old since 2005 increased about 1.5-fold. The current average maternity age (women who have given birth) in Lithuania is about 29 years [50]. The relationship between parenthood and owning a dwelling unit was reported by Foryś [51]. According to Matysiak [21], 57% of women who became pregnant with their first child live in their parents’ home and 30% reside in their own flat. A tendency to change the place of residence emerged in the following years. When the child reaches the age of 2–3 years, 42% of women reside in their own flat, while for the child aged over 3 years, 47% of women reside in their own flat. It was also demonstrated that the child’s age had no effect on the actual renting of a flat, and the percentage of people renting a housing unit ranged from 11% to 13%. On the other hand, the trend of moving into one’s own flat is observed with an increase in family size.

According to the data of the Income and Living Conditions Survey, in 2011, most (90%) families in Lithuania with children lived in their own single-family homes or flats. However, almost 40% of families said that maintaining a house is a very heavy burden, and only 9% of families did not feel this burden. In 2011, 61% of families with children lived in flats (dwellings), 31% lived in a single-family house and 7% lived in a semi-detached house [52]. Other reasons influencing the decision as to whether to purchase or rent a flat are indicated by Forlicz [53]; these include: (a) the passage of time (the result of aging and gaining experience); (b) changing the surroundings, including physical (the location), social (health status) and cultural conditions (a new system of values, etc.); (c) the effect of imitating other people; (d) the prestige effect (Veblen’s paradox); (e) the “sour grapes” effect (undervaluing the goods one is not able to acquire, and overvaluing those which are easily accessible); and (f) the emergence of new goods or information on their existence (attractively priced, with attractive utility parameters).

2.3. Women as Housing Market Customers

Since the mid-19th century, women’s activity in the areas previously reserved exclusively for men has been gradually increasing. Is the situation of the real estate market similar? Are women seizing the initiative and having a decisive say in this area as well? Decision-making in investment processes based on gender has been studied in relation to the willingness to take risks [54,55], to trade on the stock exchange [56] and engage in the housing market [57]. However, it should be noted that these studies do not directly analyze the gender issue in relation to the tenure decision. No broader scientific studies of this topic are available in the Polish literature on the subject. As mentioned before, the first attempts to analyze the significance of gender and age in the decision-making process in the real estate market were made in 2018 [38]. This may be because the real estate market and free trading in rights to real estate in Poland are relatively new compared to Western European countries. After the economic transformation in the 1990s, a number of changes took place in the field of real estate management. At that time, real estate companies modeled on enterprises operating in Western European countries and the United States began to emerge. It was mainly these companies that began to assess gender impact on purchasing real estate. Even though the main purpose of their analysis was to establish the principles of effectively promoting and selling real estate, they also considered women to be significant customers in the housing market. On the other hand, no symptoms of adaptation of built apartments by construction companies to women’s tastes and needs were noted. There is also no information as to whether construction companies employ, for example, architects who know the needs of women when designing buildings.
3. Case Study—General Characteristics of the Research Objects

3.1. Description of the Study Structure

A description of the structure of the study, including the specification of study stages and the methods applied to implement particular tasks, is presented in Figure 2.

The content of the subsequent chapters of this paper follows the above-mentioned research procedure.

3.2. Poland and Lithuania—General Data and a Short Common History

The research concerning women’s importance in the housing market was conducted in Poland and Lithuania because these countries are now members of the European Union and have a common history. Figure 3 shows the location of Poland and Lithuania in Europe and the objects of the practical research (Olsztyn and Vilnius).

The close integration of Poland and Lithuania took place in 1569, when the so-called Union of Lublin was concluded, under which a common state emerged, named the Commonwealth of Two Nations until 1791. Further integration of Poland and Lithuania was interrupted by the partitions, as a result of which the common territories of these countries were separated and incorporated within the borders of three European powers (Austria, Prussia and Russia) until they regained independence in 1918. Unfortunately, after the end of the World War II in 1945, both countries were included into the block of socialist states dominated by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR), with Lithuania making up one of those republics while Poland remained a dependent state. Those twists and turns in the history of both nations provided the inspiration to start comparative studies concerning the behaviors of the housing market customers in Poland and Lithuania, taking into account the role of women as an important determinant of the demand side of this market. It was expected that despite many years of historical, religious and cultural connections, important political events in the history of those countries could result in different cultural codes, which may include, for instance, a significantly different importance of women in those societies. As regards the Eastern European countries that
underwent the transformation from a centrally-controlled economy to a free market economy in the 1990s, attention should be paid to the rapidly changing attitudes in post-socialist societies towards the perception of ownership rights and understanding the housing market. The introduction in the late 1990s of changes, such as ensuring freedom of economic activity and the protection of property rights and inheritance, influenced the development of the residential real estate market [58,59]. These favorable political and economic changes have an increasing impact on the possibility to choose the conditions of residence and the housing tenure.

Elderly people are burdened with the personal experience of a socialist economy, which discouraged ownership rights, including the private ownership of land, flats and houses. On the other hand, the younger part of society regards the right of ownership in the housing market as an ordinary social standard, which corresponds to the behavior of societies in Western European countries.

Figure 3. Location of Poland and Lithuania in Europe and the objects of the practical research.

As part of the preliminary research, in order to carry out comparative analyses of the preferences of flat purchasers/tenants in Poland and Lithuania, data were compiled that characterized both countries. Table 1 presents the basic information and data concerning the analyzed countries.
### Table 1. General political and socio-economic data of Poland and Lithuania.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kinds of Data</th>
<th>Poland (PL)</th>
<th>Lithuania (LT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General location and area</td>
<td>Europe/312,679 sq. km</td>
<td>Europe/65,300 sq. km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>Parliamentary Republic</td>
<td>Unitary semi-presidential republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member of the European Union</td>
<td>From 1 May 2004</td>
<td>From 1 May 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>38,432,992</td>
<td>2,791,903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age structure of the population</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–14 years</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
<td>15.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15–64 years</td>
<td>68.6%</td>
<td>61.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65 years and more</td>
<td>16.4%</td>
<td>22.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women as % of the population</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>53.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The average size of flats</td>
<td>73.8 m², in urban areas—64.5 m², in rural areas—93.1m²</td>
<td>68 m², in urban areas—62.1 m², in rural areas—79.9 m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross domestic product, current prices in USD Billion Dollars</td>
<td>GDP 571.32</td>
<td>GDP 96.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross domestic product per capita, current prices in USD</td>
<td>GDP per capita 13,811.66 USD</td>
<td>GDP per capita 16,680.68 USD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment rate</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ own research based on [49,60].

### 3.3. General Profile of Housing Market Customers

In order to carry out detailed research on the real estate market and to provide a proper interpretation of the results of its analysis, it is important to indicate at least one customer profile for a given market segment. For the purposes of this paper, the profile of the housing market customer in Poland and Lithuania was prepared based on information from the banking area [61]; real estate brokers [62–65] and on interviews with experts in the field of housing development and mortgage counseling (Table 2). In Poland, ten interviews were conducted with mortgage bankers, eight interviews with real estate development companies and six interviews with experts from real estate agencies. At the same time in Lithuania, ten interviews were conducted with real estate market experts and six interviews with mortgage bankers.

As results from the profile of the housing market customer, women are more involved in real estate tenure. Such an opinion was expressed by real estate brokers from both examined countries. Entering into marriage or making a decision on living together and having children is an event that significantly affects housing tenure decisions. On the other hand, according to bank data analyses, married couples receive the majority of credits, and the real estate for which they are taking this credit is primarily a housing unit. This fact in many cases justifies the decision to purchase a flat.

Research conducted by a network of real estate agencies [65] shows various preferences of real estate agency website users. Below are some of the conclusions from conducted analyses. Flats are sought mainly by young women working their way up the professional career ladder (47% of them are women aged from 26 to 35 years old). Women with an established professional position account for 21% (36–45 years of age), 13% (46–55 years of age) and 11% (over 55 years of age) of flat seekers. Women under the age of 25 account for only a few percent of the total. The female respondents’ answers also show that women are interested in commercial premises and building plots to a lesser extent than men. Research conducted by the Walczak [67] shows that the final decision on the purchase of real estate is taken by women (63%).
Table 2. Profile of Polish and Lithuanian clients of the housing market.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources of Data</th>
<th>Type of Data</th>
<th>Polish Client</th>
<th>Lithuanian Client</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bank statistical analyses</td>
<td>Age of borrowers</td>
<td>Up to 35 years (57.6% share in the number of mortgage loans).</td>
<td>25–34 years (60% share in the number of mortgage loans).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aim of a mortgage</td>
<td>Flat purchase (66%)</td>
<td>Flat purchase (58%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct interview—bank advisers</td>
<td>Gender of person signing the loan agreement</td>
<td>Joint ownership of statutory marriage—together.</td>
<td>Married couple—together.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single people—more often men; women very rarely.</td>
<td>Single—more often men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct interview—real estate agents</td>
<td>Gender of person signing an agency contract</td>
<td>53% women</td>
<td>45% women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender of person having a decisive voice in the selection of real estate</td>
<td>90% women</td>
<td>45% women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender of person looking for real estate</td>
<td>47% women</td>
<td>45% women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What right to real estate is acquired?</td>
<td>54% women indicated the ownership of real estate.</td>
<td>40% of women indicated the ownership of real estate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stage of life</td>
<td>Young spouses make a decision together. Mature families—the wife makes the decision (men older than 40 years are more involved in work outside the home).</td>
<td>Young spouses make a decision together.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ own research based on interviews with experts and Dominium [66]; SEB [64].
In Lithuania, access to such detailed data is more difficult. Online publications more often refer to the issue of investing in the market in order to earn income from real estate. People in Lithuania would be much more satisfied with their life if they earned twice as much as they currently do, and the most attractive investment is real estate property, according to the latest survey of the Bank of Lithuania [68]. Real estate market specialists say that apartments for investment in Lithuania are more often chosen by women than men. As noted by the developers of small apartment projects in the capital, most of the apartments they sell are purchased on the initiative of women, who later purchased real estate used for rent. This trend also reflects deeper differences in financial behavior between women and men. According to a survey conducted by Barclays Bank, 49% of women name real estate as the best solution for investment. According to Fidelity’s survey, the US dollar investments of women in the US brought 0.4% average higher financial returns than men’s investments [69].

In summary, it may be concluded that demographic and social reasons, as well as the decisions taken by women, create the image of the housing market.

3.4. The Cities Vilnius and Olsztyn as the Objects of Detailed Research

Our practical studies involved customers of two local markets in those countries—Olsztyn in Poland and Vilnius in Lithuania. Olsztyn is the capital city of the province of Warmia and Mazury, the seat of local authorities and institutions, and is a main business, educational and cultural center. Vilnius is the capital city of Lithuania, the seat of municipal authorities of the Vilnius city and the surrounding region, and a large economic, cultural and academic center. Both cities are located within a distance of 500 km of each other. In view of the history of these cities, Vilnius is also the main center of Polish culture and science in Lithuania. Table 3 presents significant data concerning those research objects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Types</th>
<th>Olsztyn</th>
<th>Vilnius</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of inhabitants, including:</td>
<td>173,000</td>
<td>551,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>women</td>
<td>53.5%</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>men</td>
<td>46.5%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Households</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multi-person households</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one-person households</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age structure of the population at the:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-working age</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>working age</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>post-working age (retirees)</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross monthly income/price of 1 m² of a flat</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross monthly income/monthly rent for a 45 m² of a flat</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>3.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ own research based on [17,59].

All citizens of Poland and Lithuania are equal by law, regardless of their gender. Their rights are guaranteed in Poland (article 33) and in Lithuania (article 29) by the provisions of the Constitution. This also applies to holding various legal rights to real estate and the freedom of their use.

4. Results of the Research and Discussion

4.1. Characteristics of Olsztyn and Vilnius Respondents

A comparative study into the decisions taken in the residential market by households was conducted among respondents from Olsztyn (101 questionnaires) and Vilnius (84 questionnaires). In this study, a household is defined as either a one-person household, i.e., a person who makes provision for his or her own food and other essentials of living without combining with any other
person to form a multi-person household; or a multi-person household, i.e., a group of two or more persons living together who make common provision for food and other essentials for living [70].

The questionnaires were drawn up in the respondents’ national languages and made available from October to December 2019 on a specialized online platform. Twenty-five questions were formulated with different possibilities for providing answers, e.g., a choice of one or more suggested options or open questions. The survey questions were addressed to the target groups: public offices, private institutions and universities.

The aim was to assess the motives for the tenure decision and what were (or are) the significant reasons for changing the place of residence. The general characteristics of respondents are presented in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Olsztyn</th>
<th>Vilnius</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Households</td>
<td>Multi-person household</td>
<td>79.2%</td>
<td>57.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One-person household</td>
<td>20.8%</td>
<td>42.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>58.4%</td>
<td>61.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>41.6%</td>
<td>38.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (in years)</td>
<td>&lt;30</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
<td>41.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31–45</td>
<td>65.2%</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46–60</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>22.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>61&lt;</td>
<td>13.9%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>State sector</td>
<td>58.4%</td>
<td>31.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Private sector</td>
<td>15.8%</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Own business</td>
<td>14.9%</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retirement</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place of residence</td>
<td>Voivodeship city</td>
<td>57.4%</td>
<td>95.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>County city</td>
<td>25.8%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Village</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction with the current place of residence</td>
<td>Definitely like</td>
<td>43.4%</td>
<td>40.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Like</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
<td>19.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rather like</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Want to change</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>31.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 shows that women more often than men actively participated in the study, and consequently, they accounted for approximately 60% of the total number of respondents. Over 75% of respondents in both countries were under 45 years of age. For Polish respondents, over 65% were between 31 and 45 years old, while for Lithuanian respondents the proportion amounted to slightly over 33%. The cause of this disproportion is a multi-person household (over 79% in Poland and over 57% in Lithuania). Consumer behavior is, to a large extent, determined by social relations with one’s family and closest friends [71]. The study found that a one-person household (approximately 21% in Poland and approximately 43% in Lithuania) indicated different housing needs than a multi-person household.

A study of consumer behavior in the housing market should be based on answers provided by young or middle-aged people, to ensure that respondents represented the actual, and not potential, demand. High residential activity (ownership/sale/tenancy/rent) of respondents under 45 years of age results, inter alia, from:

- The willingness to confirm one’s material status (the location in the social hierarchy, defined by the most valuable asset in the household, i.e., a house or a flat);
The birth of children (the need for increasing the flat’s area);
• Occupational mobility (a choice between tenancy and ownership a flat).

The elderly respondents’ answers concerning the reasons for changing their place of living in the future or making a real estate tenure decision did not realistically reflect considered future decisions in the housing market. As a rule, elderly people are not interested in changing their place of residence [72]. This was also confirmed by Cocco et al. [73] and Yogo [74] concerning the purchase of residential real estate by older people and changing their place of residence [75].

As regards the older people participating in the survey (aged over 60), they only accounted for 2.4% in Lithuania and 13.9% in Poland. The presented respondents’ distribution in terms of age (Table 1) is appropriate for the aim of the study. The average age of respondents (44 years in Poland, and 36 years in Lithuania) reflects the high level of professional activity (approximately 90%). An interesting fact is the Lithuanian respondents’ dominant level of employment in the private sector (approximately 50%) with an almost 60% level of employment in the public sector in Poland. Almost 70% of female Polish respondents are employed in state or local government institutions, which, as a rule, is regarded as a stable and safe form of employment; 10% work in the private sector and 3% run their own business. The high rate of female respondents’ employment in the public sector results from the fact that state and local administration (including state health care and education) is very expanded in Poland, and it reflects the general employment structure across Poland. On the other hand, over 58% of Lithuanian women work outside the public sector: 50% work in the private sector and over 8% run their own business. Detailed relationships between gender and the form of work activities are presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Multi-series bar chart of the relationship between gender and form of work activity.
As a result, 31% of respondents from Lithuania indicated a desire to change their present flat, compared to over 83% of respondents from Poland who indicated their satisfaction. Respondents from Poland and Lithuania also provided answers to the question concerning the main reason for the intention to change their flat in the future (Figure 5).

The results based on answers provided by respondents from Poland and Lithuania (Figure 5) demonstrate that deciding to change the current place of residence is most significantly influenced by the need to improve its standard. The disproportion in marital status (Table 2) among the respondents from Poland and Lithuania is clearly noticeable in the indication of changing the marital status by Lithuanians (almost 40%) being the second most important reason for searching for a new flat. Over 30% of Lithuanian respondents indicate a high cost of living (high rent), compared to only 8% of respondents from Poland indicating this reason. However, Polish respondents indicate health problems (approximately 15%) as a significant cause of changing the place of residence.

Since a significant proportion of respondents (approximately 84% in Poland and approximately 70% in Lithuania) are satisfied with the flat they own, respondents were asked to indicate the reasons for not being interested in changing their current place of residence (Figure 6).

For most respondents from the analyzed countries (over 60%), the most important reason for not being interested in searching for a new flat was the distance to the workplace. Almost 40% of Poles and Lithuanians indicated the positive effect of proximity to health care facilities (hospitals and clinics). Financial issues were important to approximately 30% of respondents from Lithuania and 15% of respondents from Poland.
4.2. Examination of Gender Impact on Housing Choice Decisions

This study sought to verify the hypothesis of gender impact on decisions on the housing market. The demonstration of such a relationship using statistical measures is a significant condition for proceeding to the next stage of the study, i.e., determining gender impact on the housing market in Poland and Lithuania.

When answering a number of questions, respondents from both analyzed countries were asked to address the following issues:

- What right do they have to their currently inhabited real estate (ownership/tenancy)?
- Who has had the decisive say as regards the change of flat?
- Whether the next residential real estate will be owned or tenanted.

To this end, a multi-dimensional analysis of answers provided by all respondents included in contingency tables (crosstabs) was conducted. These tables enable the testing of the statistical significance of categorical variables and their interactions in the form of a log-linear analysis. Contingency tables [76–78] are a tool to describe categorical data involving the distribution of two or more segmentation variables. The result of the segmentation process is a matrix in which each cell indicates the number or frequency of the occurrence of analyzed attributes defined by specific variable values. Log-linear analysis [79,80] is based on the maximum likelihood estimation method and examines the independence and interactions between categorical variables. In this method, any significant deviations in the numbers observed in the analyzed population from the expected results indicate the existence of relationships between these variables. In contingency (four-fold) tables, a statistically significant relationship is verified using a chi-square independence test. In this test, the null hypothesis assumes no relationships between the analyzed variables, while the alternative hypothesis confirms the occurrence of such a relationship. On the other hand, the strength between
variables can be determined by calculating the Phi coefficient (\(\phi\)), V Cramer’s coefficient or Pearson’s contingency coefficient \(C\).

Table 5 presents the basic statistics for the conducted calculations without separating respondents based on gender, as the assumed effect was the confirmation of gender significance as one of the analyzed variables.

Table 5. Main statistics for the conducted calculations in contingency tables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>Statistical Measure</th>
<th>Chi-Square Test</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>(p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Gender–current property rights (ownership/tenancy)</td>
<td>Pearson’s Chi-square test</td>
<td>17.27</td>
<td>df = 3</td>
<td>(p = 0.00062)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pearson’s Chi-square highest credibility test</td>
<td>17.83</td>
<td>df = 3</td>
<td>(p = 0.00048)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phi coefficient</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cramer’s V factor</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pearson’s C contingency coefficient</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Gender–decision-maker on the change of a flat</td>
<td>Pearson’s Chi-square test</td>
<td>32.88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pearson’s Chi-square highest credibility test</td>
<td>33.23</td>
<td>df = 9</td>
<td>(p = 0.00014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phi coefficient</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cramer’s V factor</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pearson’s C contingency coefficient</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Gender–type of right (ownership/tenancy) when changing a flat</td>
<td>Pearson’s Chi-square test</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pearson’s Chi-square highest credibility test</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>df = 3</td>
<td>(p = 0.97469)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phi coefficient</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cramer’s V factor</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pearson’s C contingency coefficient</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For relationships I and II (Table 5), the values of Pearson’s chi-square test (17.27 and 32.88, respectively) and the maximum likelihood chi-square test (17.83 and 33.23, respectively) as well as the \(p\)-values (statistical significance at a level of \(p < 0.0001\)) allow the null hypothesis to be rejected and, consequently, enable the demonstration of a significant relationship between the analyzed variables. This implies that there is a statistical relationship between gender (without distinguishing its types) and the variable related to the right to the flat held. At the same time, the conducted calculations demonstrated a significant relationship between gender and the decision-maker variable, which explained who influenced the decision on changing flat (inter alia, a jointly made decision or the partner’s decision). Other statistical measures, i.e., Phi coefficient (\(\phi\)), V Cramer’s coefficient or Pearson’s contingency coefficient \(C\) not only enable the determination of an actual significant relationship between variables but also measure the strength of the relationship between these variables. For each of these coefficients, the closer the coefficient value is to 1 within the \([0, 1]\) range, the stronger the analyzed relationship is (for the coefficient \(\phi\) the \([-1, 1]\) range). For relationships I and II, the values of the obtained coefficients were at the level of average or relatively weak relationships (0.31 and 0.25, respectively). For relationship III, all statistics confirmed the null hypothesis of no relationships between the analyzed variables (\(p = 0.97\)).

The confirmation of gender significance for relations I and II (Table 5) enables moving on to the next stage of the study, which involves taking into account the differences between women’s and men’s answers and the respondent’s country of residence. Figures 7 and 8 present the plots of variable interactions between gender and the choice of a specific right to residential real estate (ownership/tenancy) as well as between gender and the decision-maker as regards changing flat.
weak relationships (0.31 and 0.25, respectively). For relationship III, all statistics confirmed the null hypothesis of no relationships between the analyzed variables (p = 0.97).

The confirmation of gender significance for relations I and II (Table 5) enables moving on to the next stage of the study, which involves taking into account the differences between women's and men's answers and the respondent's country of residence.

Figure 7 shows the relationship between gender and the previously selected (currently owned) type of right to premises. Respondents from Poland prefer, to a small extent, tenancy as the right of possession of a flat, while respondents from Lithuania regard tenancy as an alternative to holding the right of ownership of a flat. Generally, however, in both countries, irrespective of gender, the dominant form of possession of real estate is ownership. The interaction analysis presented in Figure 8 shows that on the housing market, decisions on the intention to change housing are mostly taken jointly (by women and men) in the surveyed households. This may be due to a sense of responsibility for the family one already has or for the future of a spring, where an important issue is the sense of residential security offered by the right of ownership of a flat. Only an insignificantly small group of men indicated making an independent decision, which particularly applies to respondents from Poland. The high number of respondents' answers stating that they made a decision while influenced by the partner indicates that Polish men, as a rule, await proposals from their partners. Women generally exhibit greater decision-making autonomy in this regard than men, with Lithuanian women independently make such decisions significantly more often than female respondents from Poland.

The respondents who decided to change their flat also indicated the importance of the following factors on their decisions: the birth of a child, change of workplace, change of marital status and the desire to improve the living standard (Figure 9).
possession of a flat, while respondents from Lithuania regard tenancy as an alternative to holding the right of ownership of a flat. Generally, however, in both countries, irrespective of gender, the dominant form of possession of real estate is ownership. The interaction analysis presented in Figure 8 shows that on the housing market, decisions on the intention to change housing are mostly taken jointly (by women and men) in the surveyed households. This may be due to a sense of responsibility for the family one already has or for the future offspring, where an important issue is the sense of residential security offered by the right of ownership of a flat. Only an insignificantly small group of men indicated making an independent decision, which particularly applies to respondents from Poland. The high number of respondents’ answers stating that they made a decision while influenced by the partner indicates that Polish men, as a rule, await proposals from their partners. Women generally exhibit greater decision-making autonomy in this regard than men, with Lithuanian women independently make such decisions significantly more often than female respondents from Poland.

The respondents who decided to change their flat also indicated the importance of the following factors on their decisions: the birth of a child, change of workplace, change of marital status and the desire to improve the living standard (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Factors determining the change of a flat according to the respondents: (a) the birth of a child; (b) change of workplace; (c) change of marital status; (d) improving the living standard.

The birth of a child (Figure 9a) is an important reason for changing the flat for most householders from Poland and Lithuania. The study adopted a 5-point Likert Scale of factor significance (including unimportant, slightly important, moderately important, important and very important).
Approximately 65% of Polish female respondents indicated the highest level in the applied scale (very important) compared to such an indication made by only 45% of Lithuanian women who, at the same time, regarded (approximately 30%) the birth of a child as an unimportant factor in changing the place of residence. The division of the adopted scale into 2 groups:

- The birth of a child: significant (scale—very important, important, moderately important);
- The birth of a child: not important (scale—slightly important, unimportant);

enables the determination of the general tendency in the behavior of men and women from both countries. Approximately 95% of women and men from Poland regard the birth of a child as a significant factor in changing the flat, which indicates a high similarity between both genders in this regard. A large disproportion is observed in Lithuania, as 83% of men and only 66% of women regard this factor as important. Based on the example of another variable interaction plot (Figure 9b), the high proportionality of respondent answers can be indicated more within the nationality than the sex difference. Polish respondents, both women and men, mostly considered a change of workplace as the most significant reason for changing a flat. This probably results from the low acceptance of tenancy by Polish society as a form of possession of residential premises for the period of workplace change. What is interesting is the fact that this feature is of low importance for a significant part of Lithuanian women. The dominant role of women in making decisions in the housing market can be confirmed by the results of analyses presented in Figure 9c, examining the effect of the marital status change on housing needs. Almost 70% of women from Poland indicated that a change of marital status has the most significant effect on the decision concerning the present place of residence. Therefore, the conclusion can be drawn that, after getting married, women strive towards common living in a new flat and are the more active side when making decisions in this matter (which is confirmed by the results of variable interaction plots in Figure 9a and the customer profile in Table 4). At the same time, women and men from Lithuania had very similar opinions in this matter. As regards the significance of improving the housing standard as a reason for changing the flat (Figure 9d), only 2% of women from Poland and 3% of women from Lithuania did not regard this factor to be important. Almost 100% of men from Lithuania (scale—very important, important) indicated the standard of living as an important element of decision-making in the housing market.

5. Remarks and Conclusions

The main purpose of the research was to investigate whether women have a significant role in decision-making in the housing market. After an analysis of existing theoretical views on the role of women in the housing market, a survey was conducted among respondents from Poland and Lithuania. The obtained responses were subjected to a multi-dimensional categorical and quantitative analysis. The analysis results, conducted using chi-square tests and the p-value, confirmed the occurrence of a significant statistical correlation between gender and the form of real estate acquisition (purchase or rent) and between gender and making a decision on changing a flat. The other statistical measures, i.e., Phi coefficient ($\phi$), V Cramer’s coefficient and Pearson’s contingency coefficient C confirmed the occurrence of an average or relatively weak correlation between the analyzed relations.

The vast majority of Vilnius (Lithuanian) respondents (approximately 83%) live in multi-family blocks of flats and approximately 58% of Olsztyn (Polish) respondents live in a single-family house. Due to this fact, respondents from Lithuania are much more willing to change their current place of residence. The results based on answers provided by respondents from Poland and Lithuania demonstrated that the most important reasons for the willingness to change the current place of residence was the need to improve the standard of living, a change in marital status and the high cost of tenanted flats (high rents) in Lithuania. Due to insufficient funds, approximately 30% of households from Lithuania and 15% of households from Poland were not considering changing their flat.

It should be stressed that field research did confirm the predominance of a willingness to have ownership right of a flat over tenancy. Such preferences are quite clearly emphasized in the
literature. Respondents from Poland prefer, only to a small extent, tenancy as the right of possession of a flat, while respondents from Lithuania regard tenancy as an alternative to holding ownership of a flat. Women generally exhibit greater decision-making autonomy as regards housing issues than men, with Lithuanian women doing this much more often than female respondents from Poland. These results confirm the noticeable advantageous role of women in the housing market. It should be noted, however, that this role is not decidedly dominant. This is because the analysis of interactions showed that, in this market, joint decision-making (by women and men) prevails in changing flats in both considered objects. At the same time, this means that common cultural elements and a similar mentality shaped by historical conditions have a significant impact on the perception of real estate and decision-making in the real estate market.

This conclusion can be treated as a cognitive value of the conducted research. Although the number of respondents’ answers was not very large, the results of the correlations could be useful for many entities, because they were additionally supplemented and confronted with the other existing sources of information and obtained at the time from interviews with experts from the local housing markets. An identification of factors affecting the choice of the tenure of flats by women and men can be used for more insightful and accurate decision-making in the field of housing policy and sustainable development. One of its instruments may be the identification of the priority tasks that need to be undertaken to create a more “fitting to needs” housing policy.

The results of the conducted analysis broaden the knowledge concerning the functioning of the housing market and may support the implementation of the pro-social and pro-sustainable spatial development policy of the given territorial unit. They may also contribute to a more sustainable development of the enterprises in the housing construction sector. This is an important issue in a situation of strong competition between “providers” of flats and the introduction of the idea of competition between them and the social environment. Due to the fact that clients of the housing market more and more often make their choice depending on the trust and position of the developer, some developers are joining programs run by public relations agencies. In these activities, they perceive the possibility of increasing a potential client’s interest in their offer [81]. They also cooperate with consulting companies offering assistance in the planning process, investment implementation, consultancy and detailed analyses of local markets. These activities are part of the general term “sustainable construction”, which is commonly understood as the design, construction and operation of building structures with a view to reducing their harmful effects on the natural environment while ensuring comfort and a high quality of life for their users [82,83]. Kalinowska-Sołtys [82] points out, among others, that in order for an architect to create a well-functioning, durable building, the cooperation of many participants of the investment process that are aware of a common goal is needed. This goal should be design solutions that will bring the largest ecological, economic and social benefits for planned investments. However, cooperation between construction companies and future buyers of dwellings is still not noticeable when taking into account their gender. This may be because the cooperation of enterprises in building their innovation potential in a manner more broadly suited to various social groups and their tastes is a relatively new form of cooperation in the studied countries [84].

Therefore, the answer to the question asked in the title of the article is affirmative. In addition, it was confirmed that women generally exhibit greater decision-making autonomy in final decisions regarding housing as a place to live for their family. In order to examine the extent of this advantage, more households should be included in further studies. The topics discussed in the article may become an inspiration for further research on the role of women in sustainable development, not only of the housing market, but also of the commercial real estate market.
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